This study investigated if CAOS TKA cases in higher risk patients would impact the perioperative outcomes of surgery. Intraoperative and recovery/discharge data on 70 patients (72 knees) from a multicenter, consecutive series were analyzed. The patients were grouped into challenging and standard case groups according to the criteria of age, BMI, and degree of deformity. Despite a general trend observed between the challenging and standard cases, the two groups did not exhibit significant differences in terms of surgical time, blood loss, recovery and time to discharge. The data demonstrated consistent perioperative results by CAOS TKA irrespective of patient conditions.
Introduction
Total knee arthroplasty (TKA) performed with computer-assisted orthopedic system (CAOS) has been proven to significantly improve implant alignment consistency compared to conventional instrumentation [1, 2] . Additionally, the benefits of CAOS TKA in the patients with extra-articular deformity has been published. However, most of these studies are case reports and single arm series focusing on alignment and short-term outcomes [3] [4] [5] .
Results of conventional instrumented TKA concluded factors such as advanced age, obesity, and coronal deformity increased the risk of longer surgical times and length of stay, poor function and early failure [6] [7] [8] [9] . These findings indicated that patient type or local condition of the knee may sometimes require special perioperative attention, which makes a challenging patient. To date, it remains unclear how perioperative outcomes are impacted by the challenging cases, as compared to the "standard" cases for CAOS TKA. This study analyzed a case series to investigate if there is a difference between challenging and standard cases in terms of perioperative outcomes, specifically in surgical time, blood loss, hospital recovery and discharge.
Materials and Methods
With institutional review board-approval and patient's signed informed consent, a multicentre, consecutive case series study was conducted by 5 surgeons in a total of 70 patients (72 knees). All cases were primary TKA using the Optetrak Logic Knee System (Exactech Inc, Gainesville, FL, USA) with the assistance of a contemporary CAOS system (ExactechGPS, Blue-Ortho, Gieres, FR). The two bilateral patients in this series had their knees operated separately with at least 90 days apart.
"Challenging" cases were defined from the series as having one or more of the following conditions: 1) age greater than 80 years, 2) BMI greater than 35, 3) coronal deformity greater than 15°, and 4) range of flexion (ROM) less than 90°. Perioperative outcomes were compared between the standard and challenging case groups. Specific outcomes assessed were: surgical time, intraoperative blood loss, haemoglobin change (preoperative -postoperative), days to initial ambulation, hospital length of stay, and discharge destination. Statistical significance was defined as p < 0.05.
Results
Twenty-six knees were identified as challenging cases, whereas the remaining forty-six were grouped as standard cases ( Table 1 ). The challenging case group consisted of more female patients, had a higher BMI, and more comorbidities compared to the standard group. A summary of perioperative outcomes in the standard and challenging groups is presented in Table 2 . The challenging cases tended to have more intraoperative blood loss (by 24 ml) and a lower discharge to home rate (by 9%) than the standard cases. Compared to the standard cases, a higher variability (standard deviation) was associated with the challenging cases in both intraoperative blood loss and haemoglobin change. The challenging cases tended to require a slightly longer surgical time (by 7 min) than the standard cases. Despite the general trends found between challenging and standard cases, none of the differences were statistically significant. No blood transfusion or implant related early complications were reported in either group by the time of discharge.
Discussion
With a previous study proving consistent accuracy using CAOS in TKA performed by surgeons of varying experience levels [10] , this investigation sought to investigate the sensitivity of the perioperative outcomes of CAOS TKA to patient conditions. Although the conditions used to determine challenging cases in this study (age, BMI, deformity) have been shown by previous clinical investigations to impact conventional TKA results [6] [7] [8] [9] , the present data did not suggest inferior perioperative outcomes in the challenging cases compared to the standard cases using CAOS. This may be due to the benefits of CAOS facilitating intraoperative surgical guidance to help the surgeon mitigate surgical challenges and uncertainties while operating on the challenging patients, as well as avoiding intramedullary instrumentation. Like previous case studies and clinical series that have proposed the benefits of CAOS in TKA cases with severe coronal deformity [3] [4] [5] , this study highlights the advantages CAOS TKA may offer in demanding cases where patient or joint factors increase the surgical challenges. Table 1 . A) Patient conditions. B) Distribution of conditions in the challenging TKA group. Table 2 . Summary of perioperative outcomes for the challenging and standard TKA groups.
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